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About This Content

The Hawk first entered service with the RAF in 1976, both as an advanced flying-training aircraft and a weapons-training
aircraft. The Hawk T1 version is currently used at RAF Valley for fast-jet pilot advanced flying training with No 208(R)

Squadron, and at RAF Scampton by the RAF Aerobatic Team, the Red Arrows.

The T1A is used for weapons and tactical training on No 19(R) Squadron at RAF Valley, and by No 100 Squadron at RAF
Leeming for advanced fast-jet weapons systems officer training and operational support-flying. In its weapons and tactical

training role the Hawk is used to teach air combat, air-to-air firing, air-to-ground firing and low-flying techniques and
operational procedures.

The team at VEAO Simulations have carefully re-created every detail of the exterior and cockpit of the Hawk, with assistance
from real life Hawk pilots and ground crew, to give you the virtual experience of sitting in the real jet.

The Hawk cockpit is as realistic as sitting in the jet itself. Every switch is clickable, every dial has a function and every gauge
reads exactly how the aircraft is performing.

Tool-tips show when you hover over a switch or dial to help you learn the function of the cockpit. Each switch and dial can be
mapped to keyboard, joystick or a HOTAS system.

Full cockpit familiarization training missions are included to help you learn each function of the aircraft.
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A high quality, External Flight Model (EFM) is included that has been flight tested by actual Hawk pilots.

KEY FEATURES:

Accurate and highly detailed 3D interactive cockpit featuring six-degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) technology compatible
with head-tracking devices and Oculus Rift.

Accurate modelling of the Hawk HUD, instruments, gauges and dials.

High fidelity accurate Advanced Systems Modelling (ASM) such as electrical, fuel, hydraulics, oxygen, pressurisation
and air conditioning, temperature control, pitot-static, AHRS, lighting and weapons system modelled to detailed
schematics.

Highly detailed Hawk external 3D model and liveries.

Fully interactive, comprehensive training missions make learning to fly the Hawk easier.

Armament includes: AIM-9M Sidewinders, bombs, practice bombs, rocket pods and gun pod.

Highly detailed damage model.

High quality, external flight model tested by Hawk pilots.

“As a current Royal Navy aggressor pilot operating the Hawk T1, I was offered the opportunity to test the VEAO Hawk
simulator. I was initially sceptical of how accurate the modelling would be of the handling and the jet engine response. To say I
was impressed would be an understatement. I found the controls and aircraft responses accurate. The flight model performs as

well as the full motion simulator used by the RAF. Flying in formation was easy and very similar to the real thing. I was
extremely impressed by the headset integration and immediately felt operational pilots could benefit from training on this

software.

In short, the VEAO Hawk is more than a game and comparable to a military grade full motion simulator. In fact, I would even
go so far as to say the terrain graphics are higher fidelity whilst flying at low level.”

- Lt Cdr Matt Deavin RNR, Hawk Pilot, Fast Jet Qualified Weapons Instructor

The DCS: Hawk plugs in seamlessly into the modular DCS: World framework, allowing you to fly the Hawk in a dynamic, fully
realized combat environment, with and against capable air and ground threats. This module ships with Training and Singleplayer

missions.
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Title: Hawk for DCS World
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
VEAO Simulations
Publisher:
The Fighter Collection, Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum system requirements: 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB; Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.

English,German,Russian,Czech
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I am about halfway into the game and so far I love it, my only real complaint is that in earlier games you could buy a house. I
mean I know it wasnt really used for much but it still felt good to know that I have a house and that my guy may someday retire..
What can I say... IT'S ARNOLD DAMMIT! :-)

If you loved the original movies, this cosmetic DLC is for you :-). Good game! If you like some labirints =) Well maded!

May be little bit boring... But its cool.. Entertaining and funny at first it becomes boring after 5 minutes of gameplay. Just
because whatever you do.... ya die and that's all.
Expected more freedom and exploration.
The style is good. The contents - not so much.
. Is good Boss nice skins. Hi,
None of the these 10 games came with source code??

This DLC should be removed since its false information by selling something that is not included.

I am really upset since i really like AGK and ofcourse want to support by buying the DLC but now i got mixed feelings
regarding the behaviour of this company

------------------
CHOPPER - This remake is based on the vintage game - demolish the hotels to land your stricken chopper.
EXCALIBUR - Jump on hexagons to change them to the target colour, keep moving to avoid the enemies on the podium with
you.
PENGUIN PANIC - A colourful, wacky and fun game. Move the Penguins into groups of 2 or more. Beware as the difficulty
increases.
SHURIKEN - Smash your way to success with Shuriken Strike. Play in standard mode with lives, or against the clock.
SMIRKERS - Smirkers is a great puzzler that will entertain, frustrate and elate. Change all of the Smirkers green and make
them happy.
SNOOKER LOOPY PRO - A puzzle challenge based on Snooker and Pool.
SPHERICAL TRILOGY - Push the spheres onto the finishing locations in this great looking isometric game.
STICKY ORBS - Sticky Orbs is an addictive puzzle game that will keep you entertained for hours.
TOWERBOTS - Towerbots is a great addition to the Tower Defence genre. Defend your way through wave after wave of
robots.
WAGGLE 2 - You have to drag a waggle over another waggle to remove them from the board.

-----------

. Poor downgrade from AWE1
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Christ this game has not aged well. Dodgy physics and little-to-no controller support really kills it for me, stick to newer Trials
games I'd suggest. its a mehhh camo honestly. Do not buy this game, you will have to register to receive junk mail in order to
play, the product key might not work, and in my case I was simply unable to register because I was never sent an activation e-
mail that I was told I would receive. It is therfore unplayable. It's a trash game.. Metroidvania steps up! See why we say so here!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pDpjBwxx-YE&list=PL496UtrqkCWVhDgcgYQZlxCZELhd-ZW0C. Love this game! I
love those games that are so cheap and have you put in their own mini world and story its hard to explaine but this game has
done a very great job and shooting enemies in this game is so satisfying! The only downer that I saw personally was the bad
voice acting. It's obvious that someone just recorded their voice, thi goes for the main character only but the robot that you
come across that guides you doesnt have this problem. Well and all a very good game!. Casual puzzle game.. Put your Pedal to
the Metal for this one ladies and gentleman, here's a nice little racing gem for you in the form of IGNITE, this is part of the
summer sale for a whoppin' $2.50...and its well worth the value

Definitely an arcade racer @ heart with an emphasis on drifiting a la ridge racer, this game has a real excellent sense of speed,
when you hit the nitro, your going to go fast....very, very fast.
It also tries to be a destructive racer, which for all intensive purposes...isn't really all that destructive, your car does trade paint
and you see some scratches and scuff marks on the car but it never really gets damaged to the point where you need to pit stop
or their isn't any cinematic crashing that the burnout franchise is famous for, unless maybe these options come to you further
into the game as more stuff is unlocked

The game looks great and runs smooth, also has achievements and multiplayer...definitely worth checking out. Good concept,
but needs development.

In my opinion, this game would be much more enjoyable with:

- Proper height adjustment of the intructor > punches that should be directed to my face are hitting my body, making it
extremely difficult to dodge
- More menus for choosing exercises
- More difficulty levels

I also feel that the price point should be lowered given the depth of this game.. I don't like this game very much.

It has a fun concept, and is very self-aware of it's cheesy humor. Visually, it looks nice, but it is a bit repetitive (more on that
later).

The shooting is just meh. You have two guns to manage, so the aiming is slightly "off" since the weapons aim slightly to the
left\/right of where you are aiming. The weapons themselves are fun, and using them a certain amount unlocks new options. You
have pistols, machine guns, lasers, freeze rays, missiles (some homing), grenades, etc. Good stuff. There is even a hose, which
basically just keeps the llamas at bay. The whole setup is ripe for creating an effective "build" of two weapons. However, every
weapon requires reloads, and the reload time is often an eternity. Personally, I'm not a fan of the reloading (as it exists).

The worst is the fact that the llamas are faster than you, it's nearly impossible to kite and shoot them. In some of the more
claustrophobic environments it can really be a pain.

My biggest issue is that the moment to moment movement and shooting just don't feel good.

You do have a dash, a slam (which is great), and a shield. The dash is kind of limp, and while it can kill llamas, it isn't very
effective. On top of that, they all use energy, which drops from killed enemies. I feel like they've increased the drop rate, but it's
just another annoyance IMHO. I would rather have had cooldowns. Plus, when you have the shield active, you can't pick up
energy. Sometimes the effect persists for a bit after you turn it off (or so it seems), which is especially annoying.

You also have a single health bar (no health pickups) and you get perks from time to time. The droprate was all over the place
and none really felt like game changers. There are unlocks here, so perhaps the good stuff is later.

My last session ended in a lab area. I was supposed to find a scientist? I think, and it was even pointed out to me. However, the
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area you're in was bland and everything was samey hallways and I had no clue where to go. I was low on health, and the white
llamas on the white floor were chipping me down. I eventually succumbed to the llamapocalypse after running out of energy
with my shield. I did not feel like going for another run.

There are more zones after the first, but I haven't seen them.

Some people may enjoy the pace, I don't think I do. Maybe it's better in co-op, but you'll need some friends and controllers.

EDIT:

Gave it another shot. Controller is much better. The lab is a piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665maze. Everthing
looks the same and it just doesn't make any goddamn sense. It reminds me of the sewer maze in Fester's Quest, only worse.

I think I finally found the exit, but I was spent. Cramped, llamas \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out of
every door and hole, and that stupid announcer lady screaming "Forget about the llamas!!" "Hurry Up". What the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 do you think I'm trying to do?
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